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BOARD NEWS
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Biofeedback CEU Coursework
A three-part teleconference course, entitled: "Talking Biofeedback In and
Outside Your Practice" will be offered to help those members attain their
CEU renewal credits. It is 12 CEUs, consisting of 5-part homework essays,
class outline and 2-page list of phrases, terminology and more.
This class is open for ALL biofeedback practitioners, regardless of the device
they work with in their practices.
For more information: please contact Priscilla Grant, ND at 773-673-1075 or
email: cillgrant@yahoo.com

NTCW now A4C
NTCW is changing their name to Academy 4 Coaching. This should help with some
of the confusion between NTCW and NTCB. The websites and coaching material are
starting to be changed. Therefore, some of the pages already have the new
heading. Our new email address is admin@academy4c.com. All of our old email
address will stay in effect. At this point the links to the coaching material are the
same. When they do change, the old links will go directly to the new pages.
For Questions, please contact:
Terry Robinette
Executive Director, A4C
800-838-1931, Ext 4
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Vibrational Raindrop Coursework Changes
Attention CARE Instructors: Since VRT has changed so much since July 2011 (and
continues to develop and evolve), Dr. Stewart thinks it is better for VRT to be
released back to AromaSounds to consolidate and strengthen Dr. Bond’s training
pathways. Dr. Stewart acknowledges Christi Bonds-Garrett as the originator of VRT
and will support her in developing the VRT program. And AromaSounds will
continue to endorse the CARE Program (Intensive) as truly the best option for
prerequisite to begin the AromaSounds VRT and RH training pathways!
CARE has been teaching the initial “seed” class of VRT as Christi released it in July
2011 at Summit. That was a long time ago, especially in terms of the evolution of
this program! The initial course has evolved into a better training which takes 12
hours and teaches much more information about planetary influences, sound
intervals, and the safe use of these tools in combination. The full AromaSounds
Raindrop Harmonics and VRT program now includes multiple systems of frequencies
(Planetary, Sacred Solfeggio, Pythagorean) with additional training in reflex
systems such as auricular, chakras, reflexology with modalities such as gemstones
and color light.
A few of you have continued using the planetary tuning forks and/or are teaching
the 9-hour CARE introduction to VRT (planetary) class. As soon as you have taught
the VRT classes you now have scheduled in the next 3 months (through April 30,
2014), you will no longer be authorized to teach VRT as a CARE Instructor. Instead,
you will be enabled to teach the AromaSounds VRT Planetary Classic class, and you
may actually be able to teach more classes. Read on. . . .
Coaches: If you would like to continue to teach the AromaSounds VRT Planetary
Classic, you may move laterally into the AromaSounds program. It involves 3 more
hours of class time so you would need a little bit of further tutoring and PowerPoints
for your use. This can be done at no cost (FREE) via Webex Webinar! You would
then receive a designation from the NTCB of CVRT-PC (P is for Planetary, C is for
Coach), and your scope of practice would be to teach the Planetary Classic course,
which is a 12-class hour course worth 15 CE credits (3 case studies which the
students give you will make up the additional 3 hours).
If you wanted to teach some of the other classes (Bible Oils, Planetary Body
Systems, Sacred Solfeggio, Pythagorean Classic, etc.), you would be most welcome
to train in the material! Indeed, some of you may already be qualified to teach
these additional classes, but would need to talk with Christi about it. So this lateral
transition of your VRT certification from CARE into AromaSounds hould expand your
scope of practice and opportunities to teach about frequencies and tuning
forks! Plus the Coach (instructor) Certification comes directly from the NTCB and
not from AromaSounds. As a result, there will not be any required annual dues or
meetings with AromaSounds. You will only need to fulfill the NTCB renewal
requirements (which you are already doing). As far as equipment is concerned,
VRT Coaches will continue to receive 25% discount on AromaSounds tuning forks.
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Specialists: If you are a practitioner of VRT but do not teach it, you may simply
continue to be a Certified Specialist of VRT. Right now you have either the
designation of BCVRS from the NTCB, or you put a (v) behind your Care Instructor
initials, such as CCI(v). SCCI(v), or FCCI(v). This second designation comes from
CARE. For the sake of future clarity, both of those designations will be
eliminated and instead will become CVRT-P, showing that you are a Specialist in
Planetary VRT from AromaSounds but through the NTCB. Hopefully, you would
want to take some of the additional classes in applications of your tuning forks, or
even using other systems of tuning forks. When purchasing equipment, VRT
Specialists will receive 15% discount on AromaSounds tuning forks.
Here’s what you need to do next: If you are affected by this transition, please
contact Mer and Christi (drbondsgarrett@msn.com) as soon as possible. If you
have not done so by April 30th, we will assume that you are no longer interested in
teaching VRT in any form. The goal of this transition is to be inclusive, and we
want to include everyone who wants to be part of the larger VRT community!
To review the AromaSounds Vibrational Raindrop Blueprint – please check out
http://ntcb.org/types/aromatherapy/raindrop-technique.html
.

CERTIFICATION EXPIRING?
If your certifications are due to expire, 3/31, 4/30, 5/31 - it is recommended you
renew as soon as possible in order to receive your certificates in a timely manner,
without a late fee. We do allow a 20 day grace period, but time does slip away. To
renew your certification, please go to http://ntcb.org/apply.html and follow the
instructions. NOTE: please allow 4-5 weeks for processing if you renew by mail.

HAVE YOU MOVED LATELY?
Let us know how we can find you by sending us your new contact
information, including email address, to ntcb.info@gmail.com. Thank you!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Thanks for your continued support and commitment to Natural Therapies.
Jackie Olsen, Executive Director
Natural Therapies Certification Board
info@ntcb.org * http://ntcb.org
848 N. Rainbow Blvd., Box 2500, Las Vegas, NV 89107
800-710-1539 ext.1 s 888-484-3113 (fax)
The views expressed in this newsletter are my personal opinions and
are not to be attributed to the Natural Therapies Certification Board.
Upon receipt of information that proves that my expressed views are false or incorrect
I will issue the appropriate retractions and apologies.
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